Log in to the LRZ Compute Cloud

The windows command line (Start → Enter command) should be used to execute the following command:

- MobaXterm

In the MobaXterm (X server is Embedded) window, please login to the cloud virtual machine via,

  ➢ ssh student@IP

The IP assigned to you is given on your individual desk, and the password is provided on the blackboard. Once you have logged in, you can start additional programs like xterm or editors like vi or emacs.

Compute Cloud Machine
- 4 core virtual machine with 18 GB RAM

Compilers
The following compilers are available for these exercises:

- gfortran (part of GCC, the GNU compiler collection) – version 7 and 8;
  ◦ Usage - module load is not required, simply use e.g., gfortran-7
- ifort (Intel Fortran compiler – commercial) – version 19;
  ◦ Usage - module must be loaded (module load intel)
- nagfor (NAG Fortran compiler - commercial) – version 6.2;
  ◦ Usage – module load is not required

Note that after switching you will need to rebuild previously generated module information files as well as object files.

The command to build coarray programs with gfortran is caf, while for Intel Fortran you should use the mpif90 command and add the compiler switch -coarray.

- OpenCoarrays can be used after loading its module. Please look up the module name by typing “module av opencoarrays”

Debuggers / Tools
The following debuggers and tools are available:

- gdb (GNU debugger) and gdb-ia (Intel-modified version of GNU debugger)
- Valgrind (memory debugger – search via module av valgrind)
- GSL (search via module av gsl)

Note: commercial products may be only used during the course.
Editing sources and makefiles
For editing Fortran source files or Makefiles, using either the vi or emacs editor is recommended. Alternatively, the WYSYWIG editor geany is available.

Further readings and information about the language
For quick reference on selected language elements you may also consult the documentation provided by the compiler vendors, e.g. here for Intel and GNU, but be aware also of non-portable vendor extensions:

https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gfortran/

Evaluation procedure
At the end of the course, you will be asked to fill in an electronic evaluation form before you receive your course certificate.
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